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CLARI FICATION

regarding the qualifying of fiscal receipts eyidencing the use of A2 toil motorway
as VAT inyoices

In yiew of the queries and questions from the A2 toll motorway users, this is to clarify that the fiscal
receipts being proof of a trip on A2 toil motorway both in the section Konin - Nowy Tomyśl managed
by Autostrada Wielkopolska SA and in the section Nowy Tomyśl - Świecko managed by Autostrada
Wielkopolska II S.A., are VAT inyoices within the meaning of the Regulation of the Minister of Fina nce
dated 3 December 2013 on issuing inyoices (PL OJ 2013 item 1485).

This means that the fiscal receipts eyidencing the use of A2 Motorway are VAT inyoices ans as such
they entitle the taxpayer to deduct the input VAT. Hence, there is no requirement to identify the NIP
number of the buyer on the fiscal receipts eyidencing the use of the motorway.

On top of that, it must be noted that according to indiyidual tax rulings issued on 22 May 2012 in this
yery case, the data of Autostrada Eksploatacja SA acting as agent of the companies Autostrada
Wielkopolska SA and Autostrada Wielkopolska II SA with respect to the sale of the A2 toll motorway
driye seryice that is printed on the fiscal receipts is tantamount to the data of the seller of the A2 tolI
motorway driye seryice. The technical position expressed in the rulings in question remains yalid in the
existing legal enyironment, which means that the data of Autostrada Eksploatacja SA should be treated
as the taxpayer”s data.

Data ofthe companies Autostrada Wielkopolska SA and Autostrada Wielkopolska II SA as the principals
of Autostrada Eksploatacja S.A. appear on the fiscal receipts documenting the use of A2 tolI motorway
for information purposes (as principals” data). The fact that this data appears on the fiscal receipts has
no impact whatsoeyer on the interpretation that fiscal receipts issued by Autostrada Wielkopolska S.A.
are VAT inyoices.

Since the wording of the fiscal receipts has been approyed by the Minister of Finance, there is nothing
that would preyent the buyer to enter the data of Autostrada Eksploatacja S.A. as the seller in the VAT
records (in line with the wording of the receipt).

Recapitulating, it must be noted that the fiscal receipts eyidencing the use of A2 Motorway are VAT
inyoices and as such they entitle the taxpayer to deduct the input VAT. There is no reguirement to
identify the NIP number of the buyer.
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